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The irst edition of Brussels’ Public
Innovation Week, held from November 24 to
December 01, 2021 was designed to help
address today’s greatest policy challenges
through policy innovation.
This is what we learned.
1. Government can think
like a brain
Geo Mulgan, Professor of Collective
Intelligence, Public Policy and Social
Innovation at University College
London (UCL) explained how brains
work shed light on how governments
could become more e ective (read
note). In order to make sense of the
world, the brain indeed combines six
core functions:

• Memory
• Observation and data
• Analysis and prediction
• Empathy
• Wisdom
• Creativity and judgment
These are the components that
e ective governments should foster
and combine, argued Mulgan, who
stressed that, although many di erent
types of knowledge (legal,
implementation, economic,
technical...) exist and are mobilized for
making decisions in the public sector,
theory and practice are missing on
how to combine these in a balanced
way. As a result, certain types of
knowledge prevail and dominate
others and governments struggle to
act upon the input provided by outside
parties. However, there are some
examples that show the way.
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• Memory and evaluation: The What

Works Centres in the UK, functioning
as collective brains, gather and
drawing lessons from experience.

• Observation and data: East-Asian

governments such as Taiwan, China,
and Singapore have proven their
e iciency in the covid crises by
putting up sophisticated systems that
combine multiple kinds of data.

• Creativity and judgment: Geo

Mulgan stressed the importance of
accountability in the present but also
in the future, with education playing a
key role. This is how for instance
public servants should update their
knowledge on a regular basis, as they
are required in China with regular
training sessions. Another good
example are NASA grants that reward
organisations that come up with
creative solutions and challenge
methods.
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Additionally, Jonathan Moscovic,
consultant in democratic innovation
currently working on the Brussels
deliberative committee, stressed the
importance of the interaction between
citizens and Members of Parliament in
order to really foster such emotions
legitimacy.

2. Deliberative democracy
can contribute to politics’
‘emotions legitimacy’
Even though the role of emotions in
human reasoning is central, rationality
is often put at the centre of politics
and decision-making in public
institutions and how to handle
emotions is a blindspot of deliberative
democracy processes, pointed out
Stephen Boucher, founder of
Dreamocracy. He also stressed that,
while this blindspot was left untreated,
populists were “emotions
entrepreneurs” that gave people a
sense that they were listened to, while
manipulating their emotions. Ariane de
Backer, member of Brussels’
Deliberative Committee con irmed
that, in her view “Our emotions
construct our opinions” and therefore
should be given a meaningful place in
politics. In his research, Dreamocracy
Advisor Je van Luijk found that
deliberative mini-publics enhance
positive feelings. However, he also
found that there is a lack of thinking
among practitioners as to how they
can contribute to the ‘emotions
legitimacy’ of deliberative processes,
meaning that the participants and
observers of such processes feel that
their deeper aspirations or concerns
are truly appreciated and contribute to
the formation of informed public
policies.
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Dreamocracy proposed some thoughts
how to design processes that allow
emotions to be expressed and heard,
informing policymaking, without being
manipulative:

• All public agents should be trained in
how to show increased respect for
citizens, including in di icult
situations.

• The role of emotions should be better
acknowledged in politics, and
citizens allowed to express their
anxieties, for instance relative to
major challenges such as climate
change, in processes also designed
to enable them to identify how to act
to overcome such challenges.

• Deliberative processes should
address the facts squarely, including
with contradictors and factcheckers.

• Facilitators trained in treating
emotions will be needed to channel
them in a meaningful and balanced
way.

• Deliberative processes need to be
mediated and as transparent as
possible in order to allow others to
identify with the process.
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Philip De Backer, former MEP and
Belgian minister who led the Corona
task force on medical supplies and
masks presented his recently
published the book ‘En nu is het
Oorlog, lessen voor de volgende
crisis’ [Now it is War, lessons for the
next crisis], providing a stunning
backstage view on the management of
the crisis by Belgium’s public
authorities. The crisis has revealed how
transversal collaboration is decisive,
whether between private and public
actors, di erent sectors, di erent
governance levels, or research and
civil society. Such collaboration was
possible to a certain extent, but the
traditional way of working in silos often
hindered it. This is similar to the
indings of the poll on public
transformations during crises (Ré lexes
Publics), presented by Alexandre
Mussche’s, co-founder of Vraiment
Vraiment. These also show that in
times of crisis governments often don’t
know how to collaborate with existing
participatory processes and innovation
labs, and by consequence send them
to the background.

Both Philip de Backer and Alexandre
Mussche pointed out that learning
from the past crises will be crucial to
develop societies’ and governments’
resilience and long term vision ahead
of upcoming crises, some of which
can be anticipated, notably the climate
crisis. In order to do this, Philip de
Backer stressed the importance of
establishing general structures and
procedures for crisis management, all
the while allowing creativity, lexibility
and innovation to thrive.
Check the Tokvil Public Innovation Lab
blog for more (www.tokvil.be) or the
direct link.

4. Shifting the State’s focus to
collective intelligence is
possible
Today’s States have been designed to
ight tyranny, promote equality,
implement decisions e iciently,
protect citizens’ rights and many other
things, but not speci ically to foster
collective intelligence. Dreamocracy
founder Stephen Boucher and
CitizenLab co-founder Aline Muylaert
explored what the State would look
like if social innovation was central to
its design, with four characteristics in
mind:

• Inclusion
• Cognitive diversity (including
di erent perspectives and heuristics)
• Using multiple methods of
deliberation and creative skills
• Fostering people’s intrinsic
motivation to come together and
produce new solutions.
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3. Crises require transversal
cooperation within and beyond
governments
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The current unfolding of new online
and o line methodologies o ers the
possibility to reach a lot of people,to
facilitate analyses through digital
participation platform and tap into a
diversity of perspectives, argued Aline
Muylaert with inspiring examples such
as the London Borough of Newhamton.
There, community assemblies were
combined with an online tool that
allowed citizens to vote on the budget
they wished to spend on given
projects.
She also talked about the Engage
Lancaster Platform (USA) which
included an online tool for mapping
people’s issues. All in all, a number of
public authorities are starting to meet
the four core criteria of a “State as
catalyst”, yet there remains ample
room for fostering such factors
systematically.
Learn more about the “State as
Catalyst” collaborative paper series:
civichall.brussels/manifesto

5. There’s room for AI in
Belgium’s and the EU’s public
services
In this inal webinar, Arnaud de Decker,
Business Developer at
Sagacify and member of the steering
committee of Wallonia’s “IA network”
explained how thanks to Arti icial
Intelligence, computers can associate
input (images, language, documents,
excel iles, etc.) with output thanks to
algorithms and thus autonomically
make complex decisions based on
complex patterns.
AI can therefore also help make public
administration more e icient. In the
public sector this can be used for the
treatment of emails, invoice encoding,
smart parking, recruitment and
infrastructure monitoring with object
detection models and satellite images.
The advantages are numerous: faster
processes with fewer losses and errors,
removing repetitive and uninteresting
tasks thus freeing up time for
complicated cases which require
human creativity and improving civil
servants’ wellbeing. Public services
can identify tasks well suited for
automation.
—
The Brussels Public Innovation Week
was organized by Civic Hall Brussels,
Dreamocracy and Tokvil Public
Innovation Network. Our inal lesson
was that it generated real interest.
There will be a 2022 edition!
Contact the team:
info@publicinnovationweek.be
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